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The following papers will be published in future issues: 
M.G. Oxenham and L.R.A. Casse, A geometric representation of the 
subgroups of index 6 in S, 
Using a structure isomorphic to the unique generalised quadrangle of order 2, we establish several 
properties of the symmetric group Se on six letters. In particular we give a geometric representation of 
the subgroups of index 6 in S,. 
Vera Pless, Codes and designs-existence and uniqueness 
We illustrate many benefits of the marriage of codes and designs including details of the recent 
massive computer search for a projective plane of order 10. 
Cheryl E. Praeger, Balanced directed cycle designs based on groups 
A balanced directed cycle design with parameters (u, k, A) is a decomposition of the complete 
directed multigraph AK: mto edge disjoint directed cycles CT. The paper elaborates on the 
‘difference method’ for constructing these designs from groups and obtains some new constructions 
and classification results for designs with large automorphism groups. 
Alan Rahilly, The line structure of designs 
A line of a design is the intersection of all the blocks on two points. There is an upper bound on the 
number of points in a line of a design. A line of a design which meets this upper bound is said to be of 
maximal length. Restrictions are obtained on the parameters of a symmetric design in order that it 
might possess a set of lines of maximal length which partitions the point set of the design (that is, a 
‘l-spread’). It is shown that the existence of an affine resolvable design with four blocks in each affine 
resolution class is equivalent to the existence of a Hadamard design possessing a l-spread. Two 
recursive constructions for affine resolvable designs with four blocks in each affine resolution class are 
also given. 
Rolf Rees, The spectrum of restricted resolvable designs with r = 2 
We construct restricted resolvable designs for the remaining eleven orders, thus completing the 
spectrum for these designs. 
D.G. Sarvate and R.C. Hamm, Row-column directed block designs 
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is called a row-column directed BIBD (RCDBIBD) if: 
(i) it is directed in the usual sense, i.e., each ordered pair of points occurs an equal number of 
times in the blocks (directed column wise), and 
(ii) the blocks are arranged in such a way that: 
(a) each point occurs an equal number of times in each row, and 
(b) each ordered pair of distinct points occurs an almost equal number of times in the rows. 
The present paper gives construction techniques for RCDBIBDs and proves that the necessary 
conditions are sufficient for the existence of RCDBIBDs with block size 2. Existence of RCDBIBDs 
with block size 3 and u = 1 mod 6 is shown and it is proved that an RCDBIBD(7,7,4,4,1*) does not 
exist. 
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A.G. Shannon, J.C. Turner and K.T. Atanassov, A generalized tableau 
associated with colored convolution trees 
This paper considers the tableaux arising from the colors at different levels of arbitrary order 
convolution trees. The results are related to the elements which constitute the Pascal-Lucas-Turner 
triangles and to various generalizations of the Fibonacci numbers, some formed by altering the order 
of the recurrence relations and some by coupling some second order recurrence relations. 
J. Haviland, Minimum maximal independent sets of a graph 
For a simple graph G, the independent domination number i(G) is defined to be the minimum 
cardinality among all maximal independent sets of vertices of G. If G has order n and minimum 
degree 6 L n/2, we give upper bounds for i(G) as functions of II and 6, and over part of the range 
achieve best possible results. In particular, we extend work of Favaron in [5]. 
S.A. Hobart, Designs related to coherent configurations of type (‘3 
Coherent configurations of type (*,) correspond to certain complementary pairs of 2-designs with two 
or three intersection sizes, which are investigated in this paper. We establish relations on the 
parameters of such designs, and use them to show the Witt design 975, 8, 24) is determined by the 
association scheme on its blocks, and to characterize the family of designs based on systems of linked 
symmetric designs. 
Hong-Jian Lai, Graph whose edges are in small cycles 
In [6-B], Paulraja conjectured the following: 
(i) If every edge of a 2-connected graph G lies in a cycle of length at most 4 in G, then G has a 
dominating closed trail. 
(ii) If, in addition, 6(G) z 3, then G has a closed spanning trail. 
In 121, collapsible graphs are defined and studied. Catlin [2] showed that if H is a collapsible 
subgraph of G, then G has a spanning closed trail if and only if G/H, the graph obtained from G by 
contracting H, has a spanning closed trail. In [3], Catlin conjectured that a graph satisfying the 
hypothesis of (ii) is collapsible. In this paper, all three conjectures are proved. 
Istvan Beck and Stein Krogdahl, Log concave sequences 
It is shown how a log concave sequence generates a log super-modular function on the lattice being 
the direct product of two finite chains. The FKG inequality is applied to this function, and results in 
an inequality that is a 2-dimensional version of an inequality shown by Seymour and Welsh (41. 
Andrew Granville, A note on a paper of Agur, Fraenkel and Klein 
We count binary strings where the possible numbers of successive O’s and l’s are restricted. 
Shaoji Xu, The chromatic uniqueness of complete bipartite graphs 
This paper is partitioned into two parts. In the first part we determine the maximum number of 
induced complete bipartite subgraphs in graphs with some given conditions. Using a theorem given in 
the first part, we prove the conjecture raised in [4] that K(m, n) is chromatically unique when 
mZ=na2. 
